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Report shows Cal Poly fteshmen
rank highest in college readiness
Jenn ifer Hall
VtUMANd DAIIY
Freshmen t'a l I’oly students
ranked highest in the recent
C'alifornia State University 2005
annual report in in.uheinatics and
English proticiency and high school
grade point average for entering
freshmen.
The study, published on March
LS, 2IMI6, analyzed freshmen stu-

dents’ readiness for college based on
three components.
C'al Poly students ranked the high
est among all the ('SU schools in all
three areas.
“Our newly-selected students are
college ready,” said Jim Maraviglia,
assistant vice president for admis
sions, recruitment and financial aid at
('al Poly.
Ninetv'-five percent of freshmen
(]al Poly students were proficient in

mathematics and 91 percent were
proficient in English, .iccording to
the e S U Web site.
The report also included the per
centage of C'al Poly students that
required remediation in mathematics
and English during their first year.
Five percent of freshmen required
remediation in mathematics and 9
percent required remediation in
see Proficiency, page 2
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Anti-hazing
bill strides
closer to
being law

A ngela C ai & T atiana Lau
m t DAIIY I'k lN t n o N I AN (I'KIN t HTON)

I'K1NC:ET(')N. NJ. — The cre
ators of facebook.com, the online
social networking Web site for col
lege and high school students, hopes
to sell the private company for as
much as $2 billion, business Week
Online reported March 28.
Facebook
spokesman
('h ris
Hughes, however, refused to discuss
the rumor.
“The BusinessWeek story is based
on nothing but speculation, and we
do not comment on rumors,”
Hughes, a senior at Harvard, said in
an
e-m ail
to
The
Daily
Princetonian. Hughes declined to
comment further on the issue.
According to the BusinessWeek
article, “senior industry executives
familiar with the matter” said
Facebooks owners had already
turned down a S750 million offer.
The article also strongly suggests that
corporate media giantViacom might
be “a good fit” for Facebook.
Created two years ago by thenHarvard
sophomore
Mark
Zuckerberg and his friends,
Facebook is now one of the most
popular Web sites in the world.
Market researcher comScore Media
Metrix ranks it as the seventh most
frequented site, behind sixth-place
(loogle, second-place MySpace and
first-place Yahoo!.
MySpace sold for $580 million
last summer to News C'orporation, a
media company headed by tycoon
Kupert
Murdoch.
ComScore
reports show that the sale has not
negatively affected MySpace s popu
larity.
see Facebook, page 12
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Martha Bcninger, forestry senior, placed fourth in the single bucking event at the logging competition.

Lumberjack-and-jills compete
in loCTng events for Clal Poly
Jennifer Boudevin
£.

MUSTANi; IVMIY

COURTESY PHOTO

Forestry senior Brian Morris competes in the
limber pole event.

While lumbeijack Paul Bunyan and his big. blue ox
Babe are characters of myth, the sport of logging is no tall
tale.
The C'al Poly Loj^ing Team knows this firsthand, car
rying on the legacy of traditional forestry field skills on
campus.
The coed team has been a part of the natural resource's
management department for nearly three decades, com
peting in traditional lumbeijack/lumbeijill events, as well
as in forestry-related technical events all while having a lot
of fun in the process, said the team’s former co-president,
Mike Papa.
The team recently competed in the annual Association
of Western Forestry Cdub (AWFC') Conclave, where the
see Logging, page 2

SACRAM ENT('), C:alif. —
Debbie Smith was so nervous
Tuesday she didn’t think she could
walk acmss the courtroom to speak
about why an anti-hazing bill should
become state law, she said.
But Smith, whose son died during
a hazing ritual, was stmng enough to
not only walk across the room but to
clear the first hurdle in her mission
to get the law passed.
The C'alifornia Public Safety
Cfommittee voted unanimously in
support o f the M att’s Law bill
Tuesday. Although the committee
supported the bill, it will go through
seven more committees before
becoming a law.
Smith helped write the law after
her son Matthew C'arrington, a 21year-old C'alifornia State UniversityChico student, died Feb. 2, 2005,
during a fraternity hazing ritual.
C'arrington drank from a 5-gallon
ju g of water and did calisthenics
throughout the night, police said.
Smith told the committee how
her son died and why she thinks
hazing needs to stop.
“It’s not about sisterly or brother
ly love,” she said. “ It’s about power
— power to reduce our children to
nothing.”
Smith was nervous the first com
mittee wouldn’t pass the bill, she
said.
“C^h (iod, what a great day today
was,” she said. “I have been such a
wreck.”
see Hazing, page 2

News editor: C'aitlin Donnell •
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l otitinueii from page I

English.
According to a C'al Poly press
release,
percent ot the students
admitted to C'al Poly who required
remediation were proficient at the
end of their first year.
“Remediation really isn’t an
issue,” Maraviglia said.
The average high school grade
point average for entering C!al Poly
students was 3.74 according to the
Web site.
Systemwide, 63.2 percent of
C'SU freshman were proficient in
mathematics and .33.4 percent were
proficient m English. 1 he mean
nigh school grade point average was
1 he Maritime Academy held the
>econd-highest ranks with S I. I per
çut of first-time freshman profi-

continued from page I

C'al Poly Logging A-Team placed fifth
overall. The C3al Poly logging ULeain came in 12th.
The event, held March 22-24 at
CTI Poly's Swanton Pacific ILanch,
invited teams from forestry depart
ments at universities in Arizona,
CLilifornia, Idaho, Montana, Nevada,
Oregon, Washington, Wyoming and
Utah to compete in a series of con
tests involving both physical skills and
technical knowledge.
This year, 12 teams from 10 uni
versities and* community colleges
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cient 111 mathematics and 74.1 per
cent proficient in English.
The second-highest mean in
high school grade point average
was San I )iego State with an aver
age of 3.4‘f
At (^il Poly Pomona, 71.2 per
cent of freshman were proficient in
mathematics and .30.6 percent
were proficient in English. The
mean high school grade point
average was 3.20.
In the 2004 C"SU annual report,
03.6 percent of freshmen C'al Poly
San Luis Obispo students were
proficient in mathematics and SO.2
percent were proficient in English.
The mean high school grade point
average was 3.77.
The C'SU Trustee policy
requires that new students show
proficiency in math and English
before they can enroll in collegelevel math and Emilish courses.

Proficiency is based on standard
ized test scores or performance on
the C'SU Entry Level Math (ELM)
e.xam and the C'SU English
Placement Test (EPT) according to
the C'SU Web site.
The report also included a racial
and gender breakdown in prtificiency and grade point average.
This breakdown and additional
information regarding the annual
report can be found at www.calstate.edu.

entered 110 student loggers in three
days of competition and contests
including compass use, plant and tree
identification, pole climbing, axe
thmwing and chopping, among oth
ers.
The event was “spectacular to say
the least,” said I )oug Piirto, the log
ging team IRA pmgram manager. “I
am very, very proud of the C'al Poly
forestry and natural resources (FNR)
and Logging Team students.”
When the team is not engaging in
competition, its members keep busy
with a number of exhibitions held
thn>ughout the school year. Logging
Team students can also take the FNR
2‘>0 class, forestry skills, to enhance

Hazing
continued from page I

If all eight committees pass the
bill, Matt’s Law will make hazing a
misdemeanor, even if the hazing
doesn’t injure anyone. And it will
make hazing illegal for everyone, not
just students.
C'alifornia state Sen. Tom
Torlakson said the bill will be more
likely to pass in future committees if
people continue to show up in sup

port.
“ It’s important that you stick
together so strongly,” Torlakson said.
Thirty people wore red shirts to
the hearing to show support for the
bill.
Jim Moon, vice president for stu
dent affairs at CTiico State, was
among the supporters and will con
tinue to go to the hearings, he said.
“The unanimous passage today
was wonderful and showed the
broad-based support,” Moon said.

KISS ME
*I x v o rß ^ a t th e
í M u s t a n g Œ > a iC y l
their abilities.
“The FNR 2*^>0 class meets a cou
ple of times per week with scheduled
practices as part of the class activities,”
Piirto said in an e-niail, adding that
the AWFC" CTinclave is one of the
“learn-by-doing” activities the class
pmvides.
The team sources and sells fire
wood annually as its main fund-raiser,
and sets up a booth during C^il Poly’s
Open House where anybody can try
their hand at a.xe thnm ing.
I'or detailed results of the .4H 7-CJ'
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2006 competition, including the results of
individual C^al Poly competitors who
placed in events, visit the Mustang Daily’s
Heh site at wunv.mustangdaily.net.

Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.
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FEBRUARY 14 - 27, 2 0 0 6
Students currently living on-campus in the residence halls
can apply online for the Cerro Vista Apartments.
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MARCH 7 - 20. 2 0 0 6
Students currently living on-campus in the residence halls
can apply online for the N orth Mountain lottery.
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#13

APRIL 1 0 ,2 0 0 6
Students living off-campus, a n d students currently living on-campus
who did not enter the lotteries or interest list process, can now
request to have their names placed on an interest list for Cerro
Vista and/or North Mountoin by emailing housing@calpoly.edu.

No payment or deposit required to apply or be placed on an interest list
For more information, go to www.housing.calpoly.edu and select Cerro Vista Apartments

NOW OPEN
LATE ON
THURSDAYS!!
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W H O SA ID TH AT?
(Long liair) is considered b ohem ian, w h ich m ay be w h y I
grew it, but 1 keep it long because 1 love the w ay it feels, part
cloak, part tan, part m ane, part secu rity blanket.
— M arge Piercy
D on’t gam ble; take all your savings and buy som e good stock
and hold it till it goes up, then sell it. If it do n ’t go up, do n ’t buy
it.
— W ill R ogers (1879 - 1935)

T h e

Face
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Cal Poly

presents...

Favorites
Bar: Black Sheep
Drink: Ummm, too much to choose from, but consider
ing the deadline, I’m going to have to go with a mango
mojito.
Movie: If I’m feeling a little violent it is “Kill Bill Vol. 1”
for sure. If I feel like a hustler, it’s “Pool Hall junkies” all
the way.
Mustang D aily section: Diversions
Quote: “There is no right way or wrong way, you just have
to live/ and so I do what I do, and at least I exist/ what
could mean more than this?/ what would mean more,
mean more?” — Bright Eyes

Meet,!,.

Editors

M e tie r: An occupa

If You Could ...

tion, especially in
which one excels.

— do any drug and it wouldn’t harm you, what would it
be and why?
Heroin, because I hear gtxxl stuft about kj9 f
^
f
•.

S u p e rn u m e ra ry :

Exceeding a necessary
or usual number.

BREAKINGNEWS

UPDATED AT THE SPEED OF COLLEGE LIFE

WWWoMlSiMl
543-8684

1638 Osos Street
San Luis Obispo
Open 7 days a week

’ '
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— be on any g.une sliow which woultl it be
T h o ii^ I love “Wheel of Fortune,” I think Fd have to go
with ^ h c Price is Kjgjht” because I have to meet Bob
Barker before he dies.

Name: Mariecar Mendoza
Year: senior
Hom etown: San Jose
M ajor: journalism

Either/Or
Have a third eye or a sixth sense: Sixth sense.
Be a bird or a whale: A bird.

Spring

into
FITN ESS!

Get Your Exercise Class Pass Today!
To atteiK^el^clse classes at the Cal Poly Recreation.¿enter you will need to

a Spring E>;e<tise Class F^s

/

r

$ 4 9 j Exercise Class Pass
y

E n jo y

(Quarterly)

1 FREE I

E x e r c is e

GROCERY
$ 3 7 1 Noon Hour Class Pass

C la s s

i

from AS I Recreational Sports

I

To redeem present to the Re( ation
Center Service Desk

j

I

(Quarterly)

.lilliilllill
Monday

Tuesday

Spin
6 30 • 7 30
Pi-Yo
9 10 - 10

Come by and see why SLO County
has voted Gus’s the Best Sandwich
16years in a row.
The BEST Patio
with the BEST Happy Hour Prices!

Wednesday

Thursday

Spin
6 30 - 7 30
Pl-Yo
9 10 • 10

Body Sculpt
12 10 • 12 ss
Core
110 140
Hard Core
310 • 3 40

Yoga on the Ball
12 05 1

Cardio Kick
3 4 S ■ 4 45
Spin 8 Sculpt
4 50- 6
Step 8 Abs
6:10 ■ 7
Hip Hop
7:05 - 8

Body Sculpt
4 10 5
Spin
5:10 • 6

Body Sculpt
12 10 12 55
Core
110 1 40
Hard Core
3 10- 3 40

Yoga on the Ball
12 05 1

Cardio Kick

Body Sculpt
4:10 • 5
Spin
5 10 • 6
Hip Hop
7:30 • 8:30

3 45

4 45

Spin 8 Sculpt
4 50- 6
Step 8 Abs
6:10 • 7

ASI will be every student’s connection
to the ultimate college experience.

Sunday

Yoga
10 10 • 11

Spin
10 11
Core
11 10 • 11 40

Body Sculpt
12 10 • 12 55
Butts 8 Guts
1 10 • 1 40

t
t
S aturday & Sunday
classes are
'

.

6Draft beerstochoosefrom, lowest price intown 3-7:30 P.M. Daily!

Saturday

Friday

F

Pi-Yo
9 10
Cardio Kick
10 10 • 11 10

R

E

E

i i

n /N

Pl-Yo
4 IS • 5 15
Register AT

connect asi. calpoly.edii

For m ore Inform ation call (80s) 756-136 6

Of visit www.asi.calpoly.edu
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V AN D EN BERG
A IR
FO R C E BASE — Former
first lady Nancy Reagan will be
on hand as the Air Force dedi
cates its Central Coast missile
defense complex to her late
husband.
It was former I'resident
Itonald Reagan, who died June
.T, 2004, who championed the
weapons system — dubbed
"Star Wars” when proposed in
lOS.^ — designed to shoot
down intercontinental ballistic
missiles fired on the U.S.
The Ronald W. Reagan mis
sile defense site includes four
silos that house two interceptor
missiles. Two silos are being
used for testing.
— The AsiodiUcd Press

• • •
H E A LD SBU RG — A 7.Sfoot-tall oak tree crashed into a
residence along the Russian
River, narrowly avoiding hit
ting a resident in the secondstory apartment of the house.
"It felt like an earthquake,”
said Sam Metz, 30, who was
alone in his apartment when
the tree fell about 11:15 a.m.
Monday.
Fart of the m ulti-trunked
tree came through tlie ceiling
before coming to rest atop a
brick wall. It did not hit Metz
or damage any of his posses
sions.
— Ihe Associated l^ress

• • •
DEVORE — Eleven cars on
a m ile-long freight train
derailed in the Ciajon Pass near
Interstate 15, spilling at le.ist
nine carloads of kernel corn
onto the railw,iy.
No one was hurt and the
cause of the derailment wasn’t
known.
— I'lie Associated I*rcss
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Levee break floods neighborhoods M erced
Ju lian a B arbassa
ASSCK lA n .l) I’RI SS

M ERCiEl) — Two Central
Valley levees broke Tuesday, forcing
evacuations from residential neigh
borhoods and inundating farmland
amid soaking rains that forecasters
said could pummel Northern
(California for two more weeks.
"1 got a sweater, a tt)p, a pair of
pants — only what I had on my
back,” said Cora Ramirez, who was
trapped in her house by rising
water and had to be carried out by
firefighters. She waited out the
flooding at an American Red Cross
shelter.
"You see these things in the
paper, but you never think it'll hap
pen to you,” said the wheelchairbound Ramirez.
The levees gave out as recordbreaking rains continued to pound
Northern California, forcing some
residents from homes near San
Francisco because of the threat of
landslides. Authorities w'ere bracing
for more rainfall into mid-April.
“The bad news is rain stays in
the forecast basically until further
notice,” said Ryan Walbrun, lead
forecaster at the National Weather
Service’s M onterey office. The
weather service was holding regu
lar conference calls with state disas
ter-management ofTicials in prepa
ration for possible additional evac
uations.
Floodwaters breached a 30-foot
section of levee along a creek in
Merced, sending up to IS inches of
water pouring through a mobile
home park, said Michael Miller, a
spokesman for the Department of
Water Resources. There were no
immediate reports of injuries.
About 200 people from three
trailer parks were evacuated, said
Elaine Post, spokeswoman for the
M erced
C ounty
C^fTice
of
Emergency Services. About 25
families took refuge in the Red

H
I- y —--*

AS.S(K:IAI Kl) I’RKSS

A Merced County Sheriff s Department truck patrols at a mobile home
park Tuesday in Merced, after two levees broke, flooding the trailer
park and threatening other homes in Merced and inundating farmland
south of Sacramento.
Cross shelter inside a high school
cafeteria.
The floodwaters also swelled
into a nearby residential neighbor
hood, peaking at about 2 feet above
sidewalks, then receding, leaving a
grim y ring of debris on homes
marking the high water.
Mario Ortega carried out his
elderly parents’ belongings into a
w aiting pickup truck, wading
through standing w’ater that cov
ered what was once their front
lawn. “How long will they have to
put up with this? It’s frustrating to
see them in this situation,” Ortega
said.
jo e and Karen Hart said their
Merced neighborhood was “sur
rounded” by water, though their
house stayed dry.They weren’t tak
ing any chances, though, dropping
by a sandbag distribution center set
up by the California Department
of Forestry.
“We’re doing what we can,” jo e

Hart said as he loaded sandbags in
his pickup truck. “We don’t want
to end up like in New Orleans.”
At the Golden Wheel trailer park
near Merced, floodwaters crept up
to doorways. Barbara Cabezut said
she awoke to a knock, and found a
sherifT’s deputy waiting.
“ 1 looked out the door and said
‘God, we’re flooded,’” Cabezut said
as she waited at the Red Cross
shelter for the waters to recede.The
elderly woman waded through
deep water to get to the deputy’s
truck. By Tuesday afternoon, the
Golden W heel trailer park was
effectively cut off from the outside
world by road closures.
South
of
Sacramento,
a
Consumnes River levee east of
Flighway
gave way, swamping
fields but posing no threat to
homes, highways or railroad tracks.
A levee in the same area broke in
january during heavy storms.
With no end in sight for the

rains, the levee breaks heightened
anxieties here about this region’s
fragile levee system.
In Washington, 1).C., a key Senate
spending committee approved $22
million for high-priority levee
repair projects on the California
Delta. That is a tiny fraction of the
$6
billion
Ciov.
Arnold
Schwarzenegger sought earlier this
year.
“ 1 think it just shows, again, how
important it is for us to concentrate
on repairing and fixing our levees,”
Schwarzenegger said Tuesday.
The
Senate
Appropriations
Committee approved the money as
part of an emergency spending bill
for hurricane recov'ery and military
operations in Iraq and Afghanistan,
said Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D -C alif,
who sits on the committee.
The House version of the legisla
tion does not include the levee
money, so even if the full Senate
passes the measure, the two houses
would have to reach a compromise.
Sacramento had 5.29 inches of
rain in March — 2.49 inches more
than average, according to the
National
Weather
Service.
Sacramento,
San
Francisco,
Oakland, San Rafael and Santa Rosa
all broke rainy-day records last
month.
Reservoir operators released
water from a variety of dams in the
valley, including Friant 1)am outside
Fresno, to make way for the rainwa
ter.
“We don’t have a concern with
what the releases are right now,” said
Ciary Barbini, chief hydrologist for
flood operations. “ It’s cumulative
and manageable.”
In Broadmoor, south o f San
Francisco, a handful of residents left
their homes after a voluntary evacu
ation order was issued when a hill
side above their neighborhood
threatened to give way.
And Highway 1 south of San
Francisco was closed in three
places, including at Devil’s Slide,
long prone to rockslides.
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B.B.Q. Dining
Across from the Mission
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Happy Hour Wed-Fri 4-7

FR E E F O O D
W h e n y o u b u y a n y d r in k

IkAVCst Lpv.
fu tu rt...
I'LL show you. how!

Randy Steiger_
Cal Poly Alumnus
WWW. Randy Steiger, com __
Randy®iRandyStelger.cötn

ife

B.B.Q.

Vegetarian

Tacos
Burgers
Gyros
Garlic Chickefi
Chips A Salsa

Falafel
Hummus
Bean & Cheese B urrito
Veggie B urrito

Alcohol from
$ 1 .2 5 up!

Wednesdays Only!
$2 Combo
1/4 lb burger and drink!

7 7 8 Higuera St. SLO Inside ttie Network
(8 0 5 ) 5 4 3 -5 5 5 5
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N ational
briefs
W ASH IN G TO N — The
1louse 1)11 Wednesday voted to
limit tlie nuiitim illioii-dollar
donations to nonprotit groups
tlut changed the face of
^nlerKan polities in the 2004
presidential election. Majorité
Kepuhlicans Naid they were
ciosnui what the\ contendeil
uas
a
gaping
loophole.
Deniocr.its portraxed the x'ote as
an effort to undercut their sup
porters.
— I ’lh' .hsofiiiicn Prvff

• • •
GRAND FO RKS, N.D. —
levee and pump system under
construction nearly a decade
after floiuiing wiped out Cîrand
Forks is passing its first big test.
The Red River was projected
to crest Thursday at 4S feet
20 feet above flood stage but
well below the top of the new
levee.
“We're cautiously optimistic,"
said Caty Administrator Richard
Diupiette. “A lot t)f us who
went thrt)ugh the ‘07 flood are
watchful, but we .ire very grati
fied to have this levee project."
—

I 'hc AssodiUcd I*rcss

• • •
NEW YORK — Now that
Katie ('o u ric is making the
move from dawn to dusk, her
legaev and the future of CHS
News depends on an audience
that, .iccording to a new poll,
prefers to see her in the morn
ing.
.Asked if they would rather
see Caniric in her longtime role
a s “Today” host or as the first
woman to anchor a network
weekd.iy evening newscast on
her own. 4*> percent favored the
nionim g and 2‘* percent said
■\cnmg, .ucordmu to a poll
c inducted this week by The
■As ' 1. ated Press and TV (iuide.
■U'T 15 years as morning
television’s queen, Ciouric con
firmed Wednesday that she is
leaving NIKi's “Today" show to
become anchor and tnanaging
editor o f the “(iliS Evening
News" this fall. Her audience at
“Tod.iy” is about 6 m illion
viewers; “CiBS Evening News"
has about 7.5 million.
— The Associa fed Press

www.mustangdaily.iiet i

Apparent hum an smuggling attem pt
unœ vered in Seattle; 2 1 held in œ nnection
T im Klass
XSSI

h im

SF..ATTLE
—
Iwenty-two
(dmiese nation.ils were in custody
Weihiesday iftcr they .ipparently
let themseKes out of .1 40-foot
cargo Ciintamcr that h.id been used
to smuggle them from (dmia. offiCl.lls said.
rile IS men and four women, all
believed to be in their 20s and 30s.
seemed to be in good physical con
dition after about two weeks in the
container, said Michael .Milne, a
spokesman for U.S. Ciustoms and
Border Protection.
Port of Seattle security guards
spotted the group about 1 a. 1 1 1 .
Milne said there was no evi
dence of “any real criminal or ter
rorist activity ...ju st an alien smug
gling operation.”
He said the stowaw.iys were
believed to be part of an organized
smuggling ring, but he had no
information about how much they
paid for the voyage or who ran the
operation.
Milne said it could take investi
gators several days to determine
whether they people be deported,
be held as material witnesses or
face other proceedings, such as asy
lum hearings.
1 he shipping container, the sec
ond from the bottom in a stack of
four, had been flagged for a special
exaniiiiation, but that had not been
conducted before the group was
caught, Milne said.
It had been loaded on the ship
111 Shanghai and had water bottles,
food, blankets and toilet facilities.
“The conditions are certainlv
iu)t deluxe, but evervone came off
111 apparently good health." Milne
said.
The group apparentlv pried the
container onen earlv Wediiesd.iy
and lowered theniseixes about
seven feet to the grouiul, he said.
About half were found within the
terminal and the other halt were
spotted trying to get out through a
gate, Milne said.
C^nce they were intercepted,
“there was no attempt to flee or
hide,” he said. “They were cooper
ative."
The ship is owned by China
Shipping Line. M ilne said.
Officials at Norton Lilly, a
Mobile. Ala., company listed as
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Cal Poly Corporation
Board of Directors

The Cal Poly Corporation
(formerly Foundation I
Board of Directors serves
as the (joveminq body for
the Cal Poly Corporation

Applications are now
available in the ASI Student
Government Office.
University Union Room 202.
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University investment
portfolio Its agriculture
and research-related
. protects Campus Dining,
and the
Bt Corral Bookstore.

Applications are due:
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This image made avail
able by U.S. Customs
and Border Protection
shows the interior of a
40-foot cargo container
used to transport 22
C'hinese nationals
believed to be pr.rt of a
human smuggling oper
ation w ho were
detained after they
arrived to the Port <)f
Seattle aboard a ship
from Shanghai
Wednesday morning.
Port of Seattle security
guards spotted the 18
men and four women
about 1 a.m. at
Terminal 18, deter
mined that they were
not crew members from
the China Shipping
Line’s Rotterdam and
summoned federal
authorities, said
Michael M ilne, a
spokesman for U.S.
Customs and Border
Protection.
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CTiiia Shipping Lines agent in
Seattle, did not immediately return
a message seeking comment.
U.S. Sen. Patty M urray, DWash., said the incident demon
strated the need for greater port
security.
“This appears to have been a

case of human smuggling, but that attempt via cargo container in
cargo container could have been Seattle since a flurry along the U.S.
filled with anything from a dirty and Canadian West Coast in 2000
bomb to a cell of terrorists." and 2lM>l. Almost all o f those
Murniy said Wediiesd.iy in a speech caught were deported.'! hree found
in a shipping container had dieil
on the Senate fkior.
It was believed to be the first before reaching Seattle in Jaiui.irv
detection of a Iniinan smuggling 2(MHI.
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terms ahead.
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summer fun!

Enroll starting April 17 at
www.bakersfieldcollege.edu.
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Ju ry splits verdict in tw o
N ew Jersey V ioxx lawsuits

M o u s sa o u i ju d g e O K s firs t p u b lic p la y in g o f
c o d q )it ta p e fi'o m P e n n sy lv a n ia je t o n 9 / 1 1
M ichael J . Sniffen
ASSOCMATKI) I'R tSS

ALEXANDRIA, Va. — The
cockpit recording from the hijacked
jetliner that passengers tried to retake
on Sept. 11 will be played in public
for the first time — at the sentencing
trial of al-Qaida conspirator Zacarias
Moussaoui — the judge ruled
Wednesday.
U.S. District Judge Leonie
Brinkema said the jury considering
whether to execute Moussaoui could
hear the recording from United
Airlines Flight 93 and see a transcript
of it.
The flight is best known for one
passengers rallying cry to other pas
sengers, “Let s roll,” which was over
heard over a cell phone connection
between a passenger and a family
member on the ground.
This cockpit tape was played pri
vately April 18, 2002, for the fami
lies of Flight 93 victims, but it has
never been played in public. Family
members told reporters afterward
they heard “yelling and screaming”
and muffled voices that were hard
to identify.
“Listening to the tape confirmed
for me that there was a heroic team
work effort,” said Alice Hoglan of
Los Gatos, Calif., whose son, Mark
Bingham, called fixjm the air before
the plane crashed into an empty field
_ the only one of four jets hijacked
on Sept. 11, 2(K)1, that did not kill
anyone on the ground.

,
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There has been debate over
whether the hijackers intended to
crash it into the U.S. Capitol or the
White House. But last week the
Moussaoui jury heard a govern
ment-approved summary of state
ments made during interrogation of
the captured mastermind of Sept. 11,
Khalid Shaikh Mohammed, who
said it was to hit the Capitol.
Prosecutors asked the judge to
order the tape and transcript kept
sealed ftom the general public after it
is played in open court, but
Brinkema did not decide that ques
tion immediately.
Noting that the 4th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals has ordered trial
evidence made public, she said rela
tives of Flight 93 victims would have
until next Tuesday to advise her
whether they object to general
release of the material.
She said if no family members
object, she will release the material to
the general public the day after it is
submitted into evidence. No date
was set for that.
The sentencing trial of Moussaoui
resumes Thursday morning. In the
first phase, the jury unanimously
found the 37-year-old Frenchman
eligible for the death penalty on
counts of conspiracy to commit
international terrorism, to commit
air piracy and to use weapons of mass
destruction. The second phase will
examine a^;ravadng and mitigating
evidence about his crimes, and the

jury will decide whether he deserves
to be executed or imprisoned for life
for his role in the Sept. 11 attacks.
In an order describing a closed
hearing
Wednesday
morning,
Brinkema said the governments pol
icy reason for wanting to keep the
tape and transcript sealed from gen
eral release was “to protect the
National Traffic Safety Board against
premature public speculation regard
ing the cause of any airline crash so it
may ‘conduct a full and fair invesrigation.’” Brinkema said even prosecu
tors admitted in court that that rea
son “is not implicated in this sen
tencing proceeding.”
Much of what happened aboard
Flight 93 is known because passen
gers used cell phones in flight to
call their loved ones. Earlier in the
trial, prosecutor David Raskin
transfixed the ju ry by reading
accounts of the last moments of
several of the Sept. 11 planes based
on cell phone calls by passengers
and flight attendants to family
members and ground controllers.
A Hollywood movie re-enacting
Flight 93 is to be released later this
month.
Discussing general public release
of the tape and transcript, Brinkema
wrote, “The court is also mindful
that family members of the flight
crew or passengers on Flight 93
may object to the voices of their
loved ones being publicly revealed
in this manner.”

John C u rran
ASSOCIATED ERESS

ATLANTIC CITY, N.j. — A
ju ry found Merck & Co. liable on
Wednesday for one of two former
Vioxx users’ heart attacks in a split
verdict that awarded $4.5 million in
damages to one of the plaintiffs.
The state ju ry found the compa
ny failed to adequately warn both
men about the risk factors linking
the now-withdrawn painkiller to
heart attacks and strokes, but said
the drug was only a factor in one of
the m en’s illnesses.
Jurors ruled that only John
McDarby, 77, a retired insurance
agent from Park R idge, should
receive compensation. McDarby
was awarded $3 million for pain
and suffering and his wife was
awarded $1.5 million. He did not
comment after the verdict.
The trial also included the case
of Thomas Cona, a 60-year-old
businessman from C herry Hill who
was stricken on a golf course after
what he said was nearly two years
of Vioxx use. The ju ry said he
should receive $45 to compensate
him for the cost of his medication.
Cona declined comment after the
verdict.
The verdict is the second court
loss for Merck, against two victo
ries, one in a retrial. The trial was
the first dealing with plaintiffs who

blamed illnesses on long-term use
of the painkiller.
McDarby lawyer Robert Gordon
called the verdict, which followed
less than two days of deliberations, “a
victory for 1()(),()()() Americans who
had heart attacks from Vioxx.”
“This is a victory for the tens of
thousands of doctors who were lied
to by Merck about the dangers of
Vioxx,” Gordon added.
McDarby, a diabetic who took
Vioxx for four years, suffered his
heart attack in his living room and
broke his hip as a result, triggering a
health slide that has left him using a
wheelchair and unable to care for
himself, according to his attorneys.
Merck, which faces about 9,650
suits in state and federal courts over
Vioxx, said it will continue to fight
each one.
“Today’s split verdict is a disap
pointment to the thousands of
employees of Merck here in New
Jersey and across the country,” Merck
spokesman Chuck Harrell said. “At
this point the ju ry has spoken, but
this split ruling at least suggests that
we need to look at these cases on an
individual basis as we have done in
the past.”
The ju ry was expected to return
to court Thursday to decide whether
the comp .my will face punitive dam
ages. The judge told jurors not to
comment until after the entire trial
ends.

Many state homeland security directors unhappy with federal intelligence sharing
D avid C rary
AS!RX:iATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Most state
Homeland Security directors are
dissatisfied with the quality of intel
ligence data provided by the federal
government, a report released
Wednesday said, and most also
believe that multiple demands on
National Guard forces undermine
their emergency response capabili
ties.
The survey was the second annu
al report on homeland security con-

Voted SLO's
Best Pizza
17 times!
~ Nev T i V i

ducted by the National Governors major findings:
Association, and the first since
—Multiple demands on National
Hurricane Katrina and the emerg Guard forces have left more than half
ing threat of a global avian flu pan the states with a diminished capabil
demic. As a result, natural disasters ity to meet responsibilities of state
and pandemic influenza joined the emergency plans.
security officials’ list of top concerns,
— The directors remain con
along with intelligence, interagency cerned about lack of state input into
coordination and emergency com the development of federal security
munications.
policy. Directors are nearly unani
The survey was sent to homeland mous in recommending that the
security directors in each state and federal government coordinate with
five territories and commonwealths; states prior to adopting and imple
40 directors responded. Among the menting policies.
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— Most of the directors are dissat
isfied with the specificity and useful
ness of intelligence their states
receive from the federal govern
ment.
— Most directors view the prima
ry state grant program of the federal
Department of Homeland Security
as underemphasizing disaster pre
vention and recovery. One director
said more flexibility was needed so
states could spend the money as they
saw fit, whether that be for adding
personnel or tightening protection
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of possible terrorism targets.
According to the survey, the states
do not feel they have representation
in the Department of Homeland
Security’s policy development and
rule-making process. Several state
directors said DHS consults with a
few hand-picked state officials and
“then claims that it produced policy
based on broad state input,” the sur
vey said.
The state directors also suggested
that federal security officials could
do more to reduce bureaucratic red
tape and burdensome paperwork
requirements.
Regarding intelligence, 60 per
cent of responding state directors
were dissatisfied with the specificity
of intelligence they receive from the
federal government, and 55 percent
were dissatisfied with the “actionable
quality” of that intelligence. In the
initial survey a year ago, less than half
the directors voiced such dissatisfac
tion.
Regarding the National Ciuard,
the state directors noted that most
states and cities rely on these forces
to help cope for the first three or
four days after a major disaster. A
majority of the directors said that
the demands on (iuard forces —
including overse.is deployment in
Iraq and elsewhere — have reduced
their emergency-response capability
by at least 25 percent.
The survey said this problem
could worsen, depending on the
outcome of a proposed change that
would allow active-duty military
deployment of Ciuard units to be
extended from 270 days to one year.
The Department of Flomeland
Security did not respond immedi
ately to telephone and e-m ail
requests for comment on the survey.
' 11' j i A • I ^ I >.
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Blue Octobet^s Toiled’
brings new light to rock
B rigette Barbosa

“ He speaks the truth. It’s all reallife experiences everyone can relate
to,” said fellow band mate, guitarist
Blue C')ctobcr isn’t a lunisehokl
and vocalist CTJ Hudson on the
name — at least not yet.
band’s olFicial Web site, blueoctoThe once up-and-coming band
ber.com. “Our music touches peo
from Texas has finally achieved
ple in the heart. I’m really proud of
semi-stardom.They might not have that.”
a glass case full of Grammys, or in
You might not break down and
the case ofd hree 6 Mafia, even an
cry based on the lyrics, or even
Oscar, hut they do have a growing
find the key to love hidden deep in
fan base and catchy singles.
the rock anthems included on this
album, but you will find songs that
“Hate me today/ Hate me
tomorrow/ 1late me so you can
rival the heart-filled, emotional
lyrics of bands like (k)ldplay and
finally see what’s good for you.”
Dashboard Ckmfessional. But unlike
Lines like this might not win any
I )ashboard songs that force you to
“l yric of the Year” awards, hut they
pull over for fear of hitting the car
certainly convey the message.
in front of you as tears stream
What message is that? Blue
October lets you decide. Their story down your face (not that anyone I
know has). Blue October invites
telling songs allow listeners to relate
you to reflect and just listen.
and understand the underlying
problems.
The best part abtiut “Foiled” is
Blue October’s fifth album,
being able to listen and analyze the
“Foiled,” hit stores April 4, but the
content based on personal experi
single “ Hate M e” recently peaked at ences. Blue C^ctt)ber doesn’t force
listeners to take their v'iew of life,
No. 5 on the Billboard Modern
but allow's the opportunity for fans
Kock music chart.
to agree and add per
The song “Hate —— — — — —
sonal input to make
M e” is about a
You might not
the songs what they
man going through
the various stages
break down and want.
Track No. 1 1,
of a relationship
c
T
y
based
on
the
and understanding
“Fverlasting Friend,”
provides the best
the mistakes he has
lyrics ... but you
example of this capa
made. He eventual
will
find
songs
diat
bility. Lyrics like
ly realizes that his
rival
die
heart“I’lease take the mes
self-loving attitude
sage
that you taught
may be the reason
filled, emodonal
me how to live at last/
for the problems in
lyrics o f bands like But 1 said my confi
his relationship.
dence. it gets stronger
And the girl, is
Ckildplay and
when you’re next to
better oti without
Dashboard
me/ But will you
him, accimling to
Confessional.
wave respect good bye
tfontman Justin
in quest for what we
Furstenfeld.
M U SIAN c; DAIIY
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Blue October released their new album ‘Foiled’ this week and w ill perform on “The Tonight Show” with Jay
Leno on April 14.
long to be” lead into the repetitive,
but not boringly hypnotic chorus.
“1 might crumble and take a fall
again/ I just want to know that
you’ll be coming home” is the
chorus segment that gives the lis
tener time to interpret their own
thoughts and understand the mes
sage at their own level. This song,
like the others on this album, is
only what you make them.
Nothing more, nothing less.
Blue October’s other albums
include “1listory for Sale,” which
features the track “Chilling You”
from “American Wedding.” and
“CAinsent to Treatment,” the first
album produced under their cur
rent label Universal Kecords.
Fans of Blue October will not be
disappointed with “ Foiled.” and
new listeners now have a spring

board to enjoy
the highs and lows
of life in a new' light.
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Buy It or download it,
aithar way it's
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music store.
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a couple songs.
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D o w n lo ad in g takes aw ay
th at n ew -C D buzz
Josh Brodleit
THE ORACLE (M O U N T ST. MARY'S C:0I,LEC;E)

Bars leave w allets em pty,
students craving m ore
MD
recently turned 22
and as I reflect back
on niy first year of
legally being allowed to
drink, I can’t help but feel
guilty as 1 try to estimate
the amount of money 1
have spent downtown.
One night at the bars
can cost more than what
some people make frc^m a
whole day’s worth of work
— if they work, that is — yet we
still hop from bar to bar without a
care in the world about how
much money we are spending. But
let’s face it: The bars are an expen
sive place to be.
For the minority of C'al Poly
students who actually do have to
work to support themselves, being
over 21 leads to a predicament.
On one hand, you want to go out
with your friends at every occa
sion no matter how much money
you lose. But on the other hand,
who really wants to go to work
with a hangover the next day and
end up broke at the end o f the
month?
The balance between the two
isn’t as easy as one would think.
1 like to go out with the inten
tions that 1 will only spend a cer
tain amount of money and will be
home at a reastmable hour. But
before vou kiunv it, 2 a.m. rolls

I
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(Hey, as long as I’m having
fun, right?), or B; Drink
alcohol at home for a
Jemma
much cheaper price (lim it
J o u r n a íií”
ing myself at the bars
L a h a ^ n .^ ,
wouldn’t work; self-control
is not an option when
DOB
drunk).
Considering that 1
wouldn’t trade my parents
for any amount of money,
my only option seems to
around and you have no money
be drinking at home. But where is
left in your wallet for a cab ride,
the fun m that?
so you start your trek home with a
It’s so easy to create your own
few friends in tow.
bar with an array of alcohol in the
When you wake up the next
comfort of your own home. No
morning with that throbbing
stresses over what to wear, how
headache and dehydrated mouth,
you’ll be getting home or if you’re
things appear much worse as you
spending too much money come
check your online bank statement. into mind. Yet, no matter how
Not only is all your cash gone
much booze is in the cabinets, it
from your wallet, but apparently
will never be as fun as socializing
you opened up a tab at the bar last with your favorite drunks dowmnight and surely must have bought town.
many rounds of drinks for a bill
My conclusion is that I’m
that much.
addicted to downtown. No, not
This is the dilemma I seem to
just to the alcohol, but to the
face quite often. Why do 1 contin atmosphere. It can’t be explained
ually go out week-after-week only why the bars are so fun, they just
to complain about how much the
are. No matter how much more 1
bars are costing me?
complain about being too poor to
The solution is complex. I
go out. 1 still go.
could either A; Find a rich
So in the w-ords of Huey Lewis,
mommy and daddy to hand over
“We're not here for a long time,
their credit cards and not care
w e’re here for a good time.” See
how much money I’m spending
vi>u downtown!
OmVER UCEN8E
A.. ¿34567
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LOS ANGELES — Every time my soon-to-be brother-in-law walks
out of a record store with a new CD, giddiness controk him like a crack
addict.
He craves the crunchy sound the plastic wrapper makes when he tears
it off. His eyes become bigger as he flips through the CD booklet, looking
at the pictures and reading lyrics.
He feeds his cravings every week and spends about $60 a month at
record stores. This comes to $720 each year.
Is this really who my sister is marrying? The guy has no grasp on
investing. How’s he going to take care of my sister if he can’t take care of
himself?
One day 1 brought up his spending habits, hoping 1 could offer some
advice and ask why he wastes so much on stupid plastic circles when the
Internet offers it all cheaper.
“Because 1 enjoy the process,” he told me.
Since the invention of music downloading, record stores have taken a
hit. It’s not even illegal downloading that’s affecting the market; consumers
pay cheap monthly payments for unlimited legal downloads at Napster
that cost much less than the tangible albums.
I feel for my future brother-in-law just as 1 feel for a withdrawing drug
addict. I’m embarra.ssed for him because he wastes so much money invest
ing in albums that have no turnaround. 1 also feel sorry for him because
there is a good possibility record stores will become nothing more than a
tale of the past for fiiture generations.
But for those who don’t care and download songs as frequently as porn
stars have sex, get off your computer and go buy a CD. Don’t do it for the
music industry. Don’t do it just to support the band. Don’t do it because
it’s legal. Do it because it’s fun.
Then 1 let my mind take me back to my first album purchase. It w'as
NOFX’s “White Trash Two Heebs and a Bean.”
Every time 1 pull out the CD, it brings back memories no computer
screen will ever be able to give me. One of the best music investments I
ever made was that NC^FX disc.I love the cover. I love the inside. 1 love
the album name. 1 love the song names. I love the songs.
Making memories of CDs is more rewarding than sitting and watching
your belly flab flop onto your thighs and waiting for a quick download.
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Got the rainy-day blues? Still have a hangover?
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weaves a new dance

body” composition utilizes prosthetic props,
“Starting from a fetal position,
ly. His passions lie in the study of sensory
which are attached to the dancers’ bodies. An Friend’s (Weaving 1) solo evolves by
> com m unication, the human condition,
interesting struggle ensues when the dancers means that are alien, hesitant and always
'' ^ personal story and new technologies,
try to deal with the choreography with the unexpected,” wrote Jay Weitz in his article
| A group directed by Liu Yu of the
K elly C ope
extra additions. The difficulty is representa- “Top 10 o f 2003: The Year in Theater and
| \ Wushu Taichi Center o f downtown San
MUSTANG DAILY
|J Luis Obispo will perform a Fan Dance, or
tive both literally and metaphorically of the Dance” for Columbus Alive 2004.
Taichi Fan, as well. The dancers’
Rachel Boggia, assislim itations
humans
Dancer, choreographer and video editor impose on themselves
graceful, deliberate movements
tant professor at Ohio
Ashley Friend will be bringing her progres and each other.
and the sharp claps of their fans
State University, spoke
sive post-m odern perform ance entitled
as thunder rolls overhead
of
Friend
in
a
gradua
The “scary body”
“O ne-O ff Weaving” to the Spanos Theatre technique has also been
will provide a
tion speech in June
tonight and Friday starting at 8 p.m.
'V contrast to
2005, telling the /
used in some o f
Inspired by her father, who was a local Friend’s previous per
the overall
crowd, “Her body r
visual artist, professor, gallery owner and formances such as in
performance.
expresses the dark i
weaver Dennis Friend, who died at age 32 2005’s “Triage: FART
A question-and-answer
and scary side
from Anthrax-poisoned wool used in his 1”
, portion will follow the show at the end of
life with a speci
and
2004’s
weaving just six weeks after his daughter was “Amorphosis,” both
I the night. This will be an opportunity
ficity that most ^
born. Friend has created a thrilling tribute to
•. for audience members to ask any ques
o f us can only j
performed
in
him in three parts.
tions of the dancers and choreogradream of, and a *
C o l u m b u s ,
She will perform the
'
phers or express any thoughts they
lig h t h e a r t e d
Ohio.
first two — Weaving 1
have on the night’s performance.
twist that makes
The
audi
and Weaving 11 — and
Tickets, $10 for students,
it all OK in the
ence’s exp eri
seniors and children and $12
will debut the third
end.”
ence w ill not
for adults, are still available at
part, plus a piece
In addition to
only involve the
the
Perform ing
Arts
showcasing what she
Friend, Joe Alter
dancers
on
calls the “scary body.”
Center.
will lend his tal
stage, but also
Conception of the
ents
as
a
guest
c u ttin g - e d g e
tribute series will be
artist if the concert,
video,
sound
an ongoing, lifelong
in the form of a
design, lighting,
— R ach el Boggia
O
h
io
State
U
niversity
assistant
professor
endeavor, as Friend
solo,
entitled
prosthetic props,
plans to complete all
“Spiegel im Spiegel.”
set and costum
COURTESY PHOTOS
32 parts — one for
A professor in the School
ing, which will
each year o f her
all help to convey Friend’s message of Music and Dance at San Diego State
Ashley Friend performs parts of a dance
fathers life.
tribute for her father called “One-Off
University,
Alter
has
also
performed
and
that dance is not only entertaining,
W eaving.”
Friend’s
“scary
choreographed nationally and internationalbut also stirring.

The Performing Arts Center will feature
an array of local and national dance
talent tonight and Friday.

Her body
e3q>resses the
dark and
scary side o f
life with a
spedfidty that
most o f
us can only
dream o f ...

EA Games creates a new addition to the Family
Tae A ndrew s
n i l O llSIK V I K (N O I R E DAME)

SOUTH BEND, Ind. — Prior
to the video game release o f “The
(iodtather,” fan speculation about
its quality was high — would it do
justice to the film, or was it just .t
money-m aking addendum to the
film series, in pursuit of the
almighty dollar? After a March 21
release, the final verdict is out:
Justice is served, although the
game is hardly a masterpiece.
The Electronic Arts (EA)
(iam es’ video game rendition of
the classic film follows the prece
dent set by the Rockstar (iam es
hit series, “Grand Theft Auto”
(GTA). Based prim arily on the
“GTA” format, the player has vir
tually unlimited free reign to
explore the city map of PMOs
New York.
However, the game's strength
lies in its storyline missions.
Players can name and create their
own characters, then pimp them
out with customizable features
such as mustaches, fedora hats and
fine Italian suits. (Perhaps the most
hilarious part of the game is hear
ing a college dorm room packed
with heterosexual guys arguing
the finer points of a created gang
ster’s wardrobe and hearing lines
such as,“ Pick the tan tie, it goes
better with his shoes!”) *
The player-created character is
peripherally woven into the plot
of the film version o f “The
Godfather.”
For example, when Michael
Corleone uses a planted pistol to
knock off some mob leaders in a

Videos gamers can now roll up their
restaurant, the player is responsible
for stashing said assassination
weapon. In addition, the film’s cut
scenes are excellent. The pixilated
versions of the film's characters are
for the most part very good, with
the exception of the video game
version of Michael (Corleone, who
fails utterly to look or sound like
A1 Pacino. Especially w ell-ren
dered are the hot-headed Sonny
and the (iodfather himself, Don
(iorleone.T he video game Don
resembles late actor Marlon
Brando down to a T, with that
same dead stare, preposterous jowls

Or a tommy gun.To rustle up
some cash, a veritable armory
slash-hardware store is available for
use as instruments of destruction.
However, if gamers get tired ot
using the tools of the trade, they
can simply lose the jackets, roll up
those sleeves and get their hands
dirty with an innovative fist-fighting system.
Remember, spare the rod, spoil
the child.
Unfortunately, despite all its
fun, the game has definite drawbaeks.The game’s pLiying aesthetic
has a knack for the arcade — after
special gangland-style executions,
different eatehphrases flash on
screen.
F-oi example, after w hacking a
guy w itli a baseball bat. the pl.iyer
is rew.mled with the weirds
“Grand Slam lixeeution” flashing
onscreen.
Also, button instructions advis
ing players tei “ Press Triangle to
Extort” and “ Press R2 for
(oi Rii s\ moro Execution,” while humorous, fail
sleeves and try their hand at playing Michael Corleone in “ Fhe (iodfather.” to capture the grave and somber
nature of the classic film.
the player is required to earn a
and raspy mumble.
W hile the game has good
dishonest living by shaking down
W hile it remains faithful to the
graphics, it recycles the same char
local businesses for their hardfilm, the game’s true fun lies in
acter models .md building interi
allowing the player to embrace his earned cash. Having the freedom
ors over and over again, to the
to rule with an iron fot quickly
or her inner gangster. Tired of
point w here wandering around
goes to the player's head, as the
being a “button” for the powersfeels like the film “Groundhog
player hustles. extortN and intim i
that-be? Feel free to take to the
Day " — every backdoor gambling
dates the various denizens of New ring and back alley hustler on the
streets and dodge the coppers en
route to achieving capo status.
York (iity.
street looks identical.
Should the locals refuse to com
Again, like “(irand Theft Auto,”
Despite I t s shortcomings, “ I he
“The (iodfather” encourages play ply w ith diplomacy, do as any true Godfather” video game is a solid
(iodfather fan would — simply
ers to both beat their way down
enough effort for fans of the film
and shoot their way up to the top make them an offer they can’t
series to reaffirm a lesson worth
refuse. Like Don (iorleone, it helps learning from the film “Office
of the criminal food chain.
in the game to speak softly, but
W hile piloting his or her selfSpace” — damn, it feels good to
carry
a
big
stick,
(^r
a
lead
pipe.
be a gangster.
'
••
created Slim Shady around town.
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Monday - The Bottom Line

The wingman formation
ÇAatiii
A
AIM S
attempt to poach the prim ary
w in g in target while his pilot is using
an,
as
the restroom.
d e fi n e d
in the dictionary, is
A full list of international
a pilot who sup
wingman
laws can be found
ports another in a
at wikipedia.org, and it would
hostile
environ
behoove you to learn them,
ment filled with
goose.
bogies. The wingBut, like they are at so
man must support
many other things in life,
the pilot by engag
such as sewing, sm elling
ing his target, as
good, math and learning for
well as defending
eign languages, women are
the pilot against
better at being “w ingnien”
possible intruders
than men. You should either
in a hostile zone.
make some friends who are
A “wingman.” as
girls
and bring ‘em to the
we know it, is a
bars, or check out w ingbuddy who makes
women.com. The New Yorkanother man look
based
Web
site
sells
their wingwonien’s time for
good in a hostile bar scene tilled with babes. It is
the wingm an’s duty to intercept the plus-sized, $.50 an hour to guys who want help m eeting
women and have lost
beaten-w ith-the-uglyfaith
111 the wingman
stick, or can’t-andscheme. “Women are
w o n ’t - s t o p - t a lk in g
used to guys and their
women who may pre
w ingnien hitting on
sent an obstacle to the
them,” founder Shane
pilot’s
pursuit.
Forbes said. “Women
W hether they may
have developed reac
defend the sexiest of
tive strategies to coun
their pack like fear
teract the w ingnian’s
some. cackling hyenas,
pickup
mission.’’
or hunt out men in the
Forbes claims that
vicious hope of satisfy
women are more likely
ing their own terrify
to let their guard down
ing sexual desires, the
when confronted by a
wingman must, for his
m an’s
lady
friend
pilot, neutralize a sexy
instead of his buddy.
g irl’s friends by any
The Web site boasts a
means necessary.
history of more than
But do not take
200 customers, and a
your responsibilities as
“conversion rate” of 65
a wingman lightly. I )o
percent, which meant
not enter into the
that the clients got
position of wingman
phone numbers from
without knowing what
W ingm an Law No. 7
the girl they picked.
to do. You must study
-----:------------------It’s bizarre that we
up. you must train, and
need to gang up in
you must become
order to approach
strong, grasshopper.
women in the first
According to greatwingnian.coni, a site that place. But it seems to work. W ingnien every
offers a selection of wingnian stories and advice, where, we salute you. Keep up the good work.
“ A great wingnian understands the great laws of
wingniandoni. The laws o f ‘wingniandoni’ are
Par questions, cowments, or to pay D aniel t5 0 an
laws that have been passed down for thousands hour
to
he
your
wingm an,
w rite
to
of years, and a great wingman has taken a sacred dgingras@calpoly. edit.
oath to honor and respect
those laws.”
Laws like:

T h e w in g m a n
sh o u ld ,
w h e re v e r
p o ssib le , m a k e
his p ilo t o u t to
be a liv in g
le g e n d .

Law No. 7
The wingm an should,
wherever possible, make his
pilot out to be a living leg
end.
Law No. 19
The wingnian should
always warn his pilot if he
believes the primary target is
only looking good because
of the beer goggles.
Law No. 13
The wingman is exempt
from public hum iliation
(after the fact) if he in fact
has to take the fat and/or
• ugly girl home to ensure that
the primary target is cap
tured.
And my personal favorite:
Law No. 12
The wingnian must never

'¡ackling iver)’dity ethical issues in the husiuess ti'orld

by Aliz.i Flhcrt and jennette Balias
Tuesday - Political columnists
• ¡alk Hack with Jack (Uheral I’iew)
• ’¡he Right Ifiiy ((.’ouserratire i>ieir)

by Jac k Ingram and Brian Eller
Wednesday - Poly Point-blank
'¡'he A S/ president writes about the
issues hefinds important to the student
body.

byTylor Middlcst.ult
Thursday - Sex columns
• Daniel Se.xplains it All (Male view)
• Under the Covers udthJanice
(Female view)

by l^uiid ( iingns and Janice Edinan
Friday - Two Classy Gents
I'hey've taken on President Baker,
Scientology, love-making and Chuck
Liddell, lihat will our humor columnists
take on next?

by Mike Matzke and IXiug Bnizzone

ONLINE EXCLUSIVE
LINEUP... -.«illltrnRltftTfiT)
Tuesday

the

W ORD
o n the

I\

SC R EEN
an online column exclusiv»

Wednesday

e.
Py Juliamic Pyer
Thursday

What does the

other sex ^
have to s a yi

[ifWhugh I found Vogue's cover
story on Ashlee Simpson less
than stimulating, one feature in
March's Details specifically
awakened me to a new sexual
trend sweeping the In te rn e t...
the growing popularity of
Casual Encounter;

wwwjnustangdailyjiet
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thing. Anyways, the
studying thing will be
CR1AT1.1>
bitched about later in
|oofi
the quarter.
cewreR
1 hate seeing the
signs telling me that
67 percent of Cal Poly
students have less than
A tten tion illegal im m i
four drinks when they
grants
drink. Forty-nine
All right, now I’m pissed off. 1
percent of Cal Poly
don’t know about how other peo
students go to a bar or
ple feel about this, but 1 am about
party one time or less
ready to go postal over this issue
per week.
of illegal imm igration. These little
W hen 1 look
%
rallies they have been having over
around at school. I’ve
the last couple of weeks are get
noticed that about half
ting old really fast. Here’s a word
the people in my class
for illegal immigrants: Stop waving
are nerds. I’m going to
the flags of your nationality in our
have to say that those
country and get out. If you like
are the ones who are
your country so much as to wave
not drinking. I don’t
its flag around, purposefully trying
want to be compared
to antagonize people who actually
to nerds, grades do
belong here, perhaps you would
that already. Oh yeah, 1
do us all a favor and return to that
have a 3.41 GPA over
FOVjHt> IN A
nation and stop using our tax dol
all and
I drink all the
b
M\ n E
«
lars for free education, free med
time.
ical care and every other service
I was fortunate
CH\U> 9LAVE
you take for granted.
enough to take the
Honestly, this situation should
survey last year and I
not even be an issue. Very few
answered the maxi
Americans have a problem with
iOgaiAhaMiiia iM l
mum number of
immigrants, per se; we’re all im m i
drinks for every ques
grants after all, even the Native
tion. I’d like to see the
the granting of citizenship, but the dent of migrant monkeys, my
Americans got here somehow. We
full results of the survey because
increased penalties after the bill
opinions on im migration are
are very appreciative o f the con
I’m sure it indicates that there are
passes. Some o f the provisions
instantly relevant.
tributions o f immigrants and the
cool kids at Cal Poly that drink a
include: Increased penalties for
America always has crappy jobs.
work they have done to make
lot. As one o f my professors always
aliens
reentering
illegally
and
alien
America a better nation, but we
So we import: Indentured white
says: There are three types of peo
smuggling, crackdown on alien
do not appreciate people illegally
guys to farm, black slaves for cot
ple: liars, damn liars and statisti
gang members, aggravated felony
pouring into our country by the
ton, Chinese for railroads, Irish
cians.
provisions and barring terrorist
millions. And we really don’t like
for
drinking I guess, Italians to
There really isn’t anything to do
aliens
from
naturalization.
To
me,
having those same lawbreakers
organize crim e, Germans for
in this town other than go out
all o f these things sound like they
waving their foreign flags and
rockets and so forth. We even
and drink on the weekends.
should already be enforced. The
holding rallies in our nation as if
imported people from Nebraska
Anyways, getting drunk recrefact is that illegal immigration is a to cities as factory drones, but
they have a right to be here.
ationaly a few times a week is a
problem in the U .S..This bill sim they didn’t pass over arbitrarily
The government needs to get
lot o f fun.
ply strives to prevent further ille
on the ball and start enforcing
defined borders. In either case it’s
Jon Haines
gal activity from happening, and
existing legislation and reinforce
safe we are addicted to migrant
Journalism senior
to fix the problems we have. M y
our border patrol to stem the tide
labor.
biggest problem has to deal with
of those who would break into
Views on im m igration
I once had dreams o f building
the amount o f money spent on
America. Haven cities in the
and the pending bill
robots to replace those crappy
illegal immigrants. Although they
southwest need to stop making it
1 am simply shocked at how
jobs, but with all this cheap labor
take advantage o f some of the
so that police officers cannot
people are reacting to the fact that
and expensive robo-gas, my
social services in the United
report the presence o f illegal
the government wants to crim i
dreams may go unfulfilled. These
immigrants to federal authorities.
States, such as schooling and hos
nalize ILLEGAL immigrants.
immigrants fulfill their dreams of
Americans are not going to let
pital care, they don’t put money
Don’t get me wrong, but aren’t
prosperity filling the very jobs I
many elected officials get away
back into the economy through
you a criminal when you commit
wanted to replace fulfilling my
with not listening to our concerns
taxes like other Americans. I have
an illegal act. Therefore, all ILLE
dreams. A native born American
and this next election may spell
no problem if they are over here,
GAL immigrants are already crim 
forced to work like migrant labor.
the end o f many a congressman’s
but if they are, simply pay
inals. Now, does this mean we
time in office over this issue.
for the right to be here just
should round up all the illegal
Ryan Hunter
like the rest o f us. I work
aliens in the United States and
Mechanical enjjineering senior
hard for my money and
ship them back to their prospec
pay my taxes. It’s not fair
tive countries? No. What I do
‘U nder 4* cam paign
for me to have my tax dol
believe is that the new bill
drinking the haterade
lars going to people that
H . R .4437 offers the best solution
W hile facebooking I noticed
don’t pay themselves.
so fir. For those of you who do
that the “Under 4" people are try
Matthew Neal
not know, this bill will grant ALL
ing to further spread their hatred
Aerospace cnfiinecrif»i»
illegal immigrants amnesty. They
junior
of drinking. They spent perfectly
just need to do three little things:
good money on putting an ad on
I. Pass a background check (How
Im m igration policy
Facebook. I thought the lame
dare they ensure we aren’t allow
and the pressures o f
posters and ads in this fine paper
ing dangerous criminals into the
econom ics
were bad enough.
US) 2. I’ay back ta.xes (For once
As a credit card-carrying
I hate the stupid “Under 4”
they will have to pay taxes just
member of the Aryan race,
campaign that C^il Poly has. It's
like you and I) and 3. Learn
a blood relative of Native
tough to Say if 1 hate it more than English (enough said).The prob
the Study “25-.^.S hours a week"
lem most have with this bill is not Americans and a descen-
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lunacy! In order to gain access,
the cushy lifestyle I’ve been led to
believe, I must have and may be
forced to move to M exico, where
my engineering pesos make me
feel like an American CEO. But
they may not let me, what with
all those Am erican-born Latinos
and whites escaping an America
that bankrupted itself trying to
maintain the illusion of security.
I’ll look back and realize how
quickly our im migration reform
became obsolete under the pres
sures o f economic factors. I’ll
remember Latinos booting
M exicans out the door as the
cities swell and jobs dwindle.
Maybe I can create a hovel out of
chunks o f the ol’ border wall that
couldn’t stop the attack, and keep
m yself warm burning piles and
piles o f fibbed guest worker files.
M organ Elam
General engineering senior

Got something to say?
Send a letter to
the editors!
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ONtinued from page /

Cuirrently, Faiebook.s main souno
ot revenue is paiil advertisements and
private imestments. The eosts ofrnnmng the site eonsist mainly of server
spai e. CaimSeore s . i y s the site liad as
manv as .S.,t liillion pajje views in the
month of 1 ehrnary. evimpaiVil to
MvSpaee’s 2.V.t billion.
t^)iiestions o f privacy
In the event that 1avebook under
lies ,1 elianite in ownerslnp. all the
les private intornution would .ilso
Viten haiuls, aeeordinji to I aeebook’s
. ; i\ai.\ polie\."Your user iniormation
•IV ee VLeb ute's online -■tatement
.tornis users. ‘In any such transfer of
ntormation. your user iniormation
would remain subject to the promises
m.ale in anv existinji Erivacv Policy.”
■Most students, however, seem
unconcerned about the privacy
implications. "People should realize
that when they sign up for services
like Facebook that their information
could get out in the open,” liruce
1f ilperin “OH said.
I hey’re entitled to sell it. and we
signed over our information willingK. Kobert Krone “OH said.
I .icebook s privacy policy states
th.it information will be shared with
third parties only when‘‘ l) reasonably
nei essary to other the service. 2) legal
ly rec|uired or, 3) permitted by you.”
\1ySpace, dealing with similar
issues, is currently working with
('onnecticut Attorney
(leneral
kich.ird Blunienthal to enhance safetv measures.
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means a boon for student business ini
tiatives.
"(A)lleges, especially Princeton, a
school without professional schools,
should encourage students tti get into
entrepreneurship, especially for some
of the dep.irtments that lend them
selves directly to starting your own
business, like eiigiiieering," 1l.ilperin
said.
"loin S/ak\ “iiE, one of Princeton
Universitv's most recent entrepre
neurs, took ,111 indefinite le.ive from
Priiu etoii three ye.irs ami to co-foumi
lerraCAcle. liK..a company th.it uses
w . i s t e s from WDi iiis ,is fertilizer.
"1 think college entrepreneurship is
an amazing w.iv to go because vou get
M do am thing vou want," Szaky said.
“ Its the s.ifest move ... There's a lot of
power in being a student. People are
less intimidated and are more willing
to help."
"If 1 got an other for two billion
dollars. I'd take it." he said.

Rise o f Facebook
In high school, Zuckerberg and
Adam 1)'Aiigelo, ckissinates at Phillips
Exeter Academy, created Synapse, a
plug-in for Winamp media player that
automatically creates user playlists
based on previous song preferences.
After the program was posted online,
many large corporations offered to
buy it for as much as $2 million.
Zuckerberg
and
1) ’Aiigelo
declined those offers at first. By the
time they changed their minds after
entering college, the offer was no
longer available.
There may be some obstacles
before Zuckerberg’s current pmduct
gets sold. A civil lawsuit was filed
Entrepreneurship
against Facebook in September 2(M)4
i he possible sale of Facebotik bv rival site C]oiinectU LL(\

A m e r ic a n B a r A s s o c ia tio n s tu d y . ^ iC rim en
u n e q u a lly re p re s e n te d in to p la w jo b s
A lejandra Del R eal
n i l 1WHY I i n I I'Ki ss ( i i o s i o N u .)

UOS FON
I >cspitc statistics
show iiig th.it women arc increasingIv under represented in l.iw firm
p.irtnerships, Boston Universitv
School of 1 aw (.ontmues to enroll
even numbers of both sexes.
3ci onling . to "I .icts About
Women .iiui the l .ivv," .i stiulv pub
lished by the Americ.ui Bar
■\ssociation. law firms employ an
almost even number of male ,iiul
female associates, but this .ioes not
hold true for the higher posts. In
only 14 percent of l.iw firm
partners were women. According to
he .Natuinal .Association for L.iw
Pl.icenient. this number onlv rose to
17 percent in 2(K».S.
The School of Law has admitteil
women since it opened in 1872. and
for the past 20 years, the number t>f
men and women in the school h.is
been split almost evenly. The class of
2<K>H is composed of 48 percent
women, and the traditional threeyear full-time Juris Doctor program
consists of 419 men and 423
women, acconlmg to Schtiol of Law
dean
ad
interim
Maureen
(. VRourke.
BU alum Bettnia IMevaii has
worked for the Broskauer Rose law
firm ftir more than three decades
and has earned her w.iy to becoming
a partner. When IMevan graduated
fmin the School of Law. only 10 per
cent of the class were women, but

accoRling to her, those were ilitferent times.
"We graduated vluring the time of
the feminist movement, and we real
ly wantevi it,” she said. “1 w.inted to
succeed very b.ully and 1 hail the
drive to do it.’’
■According to Blevan, who has
been voted one of the "Best 1 awyers
111
America" numerous times,
women do not re.ich high posts for
various reasons, mcliiding the
amount of time necessary to succeed
and society's expectations.
"Some women have a feeling that
they do luit have the support neces
sary to make it m this career, and
there .ire alw.iys expectativins of soci
ety that wtiinen should, for the most
part, dedicate more of their time to
the household,” she said. “.Achieving
a partnership and bringing in the
clients for the firm requires time and
effvirt that a lot vif women do not
have, and if they do not have the
right suppvirt like I did, it is very dif
ficult to do.”
For O’Rourke, another reason for
the low number of female partners
lies in the law firms’ retention tactics.
“The hard problem for the legal
profession is not so much in hiring
but in retaining,” she said.“Firms and
other legal employers need to find
ways to offer flexible schedules for
those women who wish to have a
family or take some time off for
whatever reason.”
L.1 W pmfessor Maria Hylton grad

uated from Yale and Harvard univer
sities. She left private practice to
teach aiul do research, and she also
has seven chiklreii ranging in .ige
from three to sixteen.
As for the lack of feni.ile p.irtiiers
111 big l.iw firms. 1 Ivlton said she
believes it is the result of a conibiii.itioii of boredom w ith big firm prac
tice and .1 desire to manage things
well .It home.
" ( ’ontrary to popular perception,
raising one's ow n children is not dull
or uniiueHectual work."she said.“Of
all the things a lawyer can do. big
firm practice as a partner is one of
the most incompatible with a handson style of parenting. Not impossi
ble, but luit easy."
1)espite the low percentage of
female partners in large law firms,
the School of Law’s alumni have
managed to succeed in other areas.
Among the school’s prominent
alumni are Middlesex District
Attorney Martha C]oakley, who was
involved recently in the Neil
Entwhistle case,Judge Sandra l ynch,
who was the first woman judge on
the First Carcuit Canirt of Appeals,
former (Aingresswoman Barbara
Jordan and Florence Murray, the first
woman on the Rhode Island
Supreme C'.ourt.
According to the “Facts About
Women and the Law” study, there is
a “glass ceiling,” a level beyond
which women and minorities are
unable to advance in a workpkice.
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International

International
briefs
GUANTANAMO
BAY
NAVAL BASE, C uba — A
defense attorney for a Canadian
teenager accused of killing a
U.S. soldier in Afghanistan asked
the judge on Wednesday to halt
proceedings because of a lack of
established rules for the military
trials. “Sir, you should halt these
proceedings ... until the govern
ment gets the rules together,”
said Army Cktpt.John Merriam,
an attorney for Omar Khadr, l ‘>.
—

I he Associated Press
• • •

BAGHDAD,
Iraq
—
(iunm en shouting “Cod is
(¡re a t!” dragged the burning
body of what they said was a
U.S. pilot in a horrific video
posted Wednesday on the Web
by a new al-Q aida-affiliated
group that claimed it shot down
an Apache helicopter last week
end. The U.S. military e.xpressed
outrage over the release of “such
a despicable video for public
exposure” but said it had serious
doubts that the footage was
authentic.
—

I he Associated Press
• • •

BANGKOK, Thailand —
O utgoing
Prime
M inister
rhaksin Shiiiawatra moved
quickly Wednesday to put the
burdens of otVice behind him,
cleaning out his desk and
appointing a Cabinet colleague
to serve as a caretaker leader
until a new governm ent is
formed.
Thaksin announced Tuesday
night that he would not serve as
prim e m inister following a
weekend election in which his
party got most of the votes but
millions abstained from casting
ballots as part of a continuing
protest o f the Thai leader, who
has been accused of corruption
and abuse of power.
—

I he Associated ¡hess
• • •

CAIRO,

Egypt

— An

extremist group has posted an
Internet video that claims to
show Iraqi insurgents dragging
the burning body of a U.S. heli
copter pilot on the gmund.
— 77if Associated Press

1www.mustangdaily.net |

Saddam Hussein dodges questions from
prosecutors as he feces first cross-examination
M ariam Fani
,\SSt)c:iAIl.l) I'KI.SS

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Saddam
Hussein dtidged questions from pros
ecutors cross-examining him for the
first time Wednesday over a crack
down against Shiites in the 19H()s. But
he acknowledged approving death
sentences for 148 Shiites, saying he
was convinced they tried to assassinate
him.
At times sharp and combative but
often rela.xed or even smiling, the for
mer Iraqi leader declined to confirm
his signature on documents. When
prosecutors presented identirv’ cards of
children whose death sentences they
said he signed, he maintained they
were forged.
“You can buy IDs like this in the
market,” Saddam said. “ Is it the
responsibility of the head of the state
to check the IDs of defendants and
see how old they are?”
Standing alone in a black suit in the
defendants’ pen, Saddam refrained
from the outbursts he has made in
previous sessions. But he denounced
the court as “illegitimate” and
attempted to tap into Sunni resent
ment of the Shiite-led Interior
Ministrs’, which many Sunnis accuse
of backing death squads.
The Interior Ministry “kills thou
sands of people on the streets and tor
tures them,” Saddam said.
“I )on’t venture into political mat
ters,” Cdiief Judge Kaouf AbdelKahnian admonished him.
“If you are scared i>f the interior
minister, he doesn’t scare my dog,”
Saddam retorted.
The session came a dav after the

A S S lH a A ir i) PR1.SS

Former Iraqi President Saddam Hussein testifies during cross-examina
tion at his trial held in Baghdad’s Green Zone on Wednesday.
tribunal indicted Saddam and six for
mer members of his regime on sepa
rate charges of genocide for a cam
paign against Kurds in the 1980s that
killed an estimated 1(M),(MH» people.
A separate trial will be held on
those charges, possibly beginning in
4-0 days, though some ofticials h.ive
questioned whether the tribunal will
be able to conduct two trials simulta
neously. In any case, it means a drawnout legal process amid continued vio
lence and political wrangling over the
formation of Iraq’s next government.
In the current trial, S.uldani and
seven other former members of his
regime face possible execution by
hanging if convicted of a crackdown
on Shiites launched after a 1982 ass.issination attempt against Saddam in
the town of Dujail. In the sweep th.it

followed, 148 Shiites were killed and
hundreds were imprisoned. Many say
they were tortured.
After a six-hour session, the trial
adjourned until Thursday. Pmsecutors
appeared to haw finished questioning
Saddam.
(d iie f Prosecutor jaatar alMoussawi asked Saddam about his
approval of the death sentences hand
ed down by his Revolutionary C'ourt,
which pn>secutors have argued gave
the Shiites only a cursors' trial.
“That is one of the duties of the
president,” S.iddam replied.“! h.id the
right to question the judgment. But I
was convinced the evidence that was
presented was sufticient” to show
their guilt.
Asked if he had read the evidence
against the 148 suspects before refer-

riiig them for trial, Saddam replied,
“If the constitution requires the
head of state to review documents
before referral, then I abided by it.”
“At the time this crime was com
mitted against the head of state,
Saddam Hussein, we were in a state
of war,” Saddam said Wednesdas',
reterring to the Iran-Iraq war in the
198(ls.
“Don’t you know that now chil
dren and women are being killed?”
Saddam asked, apparently trying to
shift attention m the country's cur
rent violence. “ Now, the bodies are
being thrown on the street as if they
were dogs....An Iraqi is not a dog.”
Al-Moussawi asked Saddam if he
was aware that 28 of the Shiites sen
tenced to death were under 18 and
presented identity cards showing
some were minors. Prosecutors h.ive
said an 11-year-old boy was among
those killed.
“I sentence an underage Iraqi to
death? I wouldn’t do it even if you
were to carve my eyes out,” Saddam
said.
He added that identity cards can
easily be forged.“! could get a hold
of an ID saying Mr. Kaouf is 25
years old,” he added, waving toward
the judge.
During the questioning, Saddam
cooperated with the court at times,
grinning at the chief prosecutor and
reciting poetry to the judge, whom
he casually addressed by his first
name as “Mr. Kaouf.”
But at times, his relaxed demeanor
gave way to a more condescending
and irritable side.

D iplom ats: M ideast nations held secret talks on Iraq
Salah N asrai
ASS« H I A M I ) I’RISS

C:AIK0, Egypt — Top intelli
gence orticers from several Arab
countries and Turkey have been
meeting secretly to coordinate their
governments’ strategies in case civil
war erupts in Iraq and in an attempt
to block Iran’s interference m the
war-torn nation, Arab diplomats said
Tuesday.
The meetings came after several
Arab leaders voiced concerns about
possible Shiite domination of Iraq
and their alliance with Iran.

The four diplomats said intelli
gence chiefs from Bahrain, Egypt,
Jordan, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, the
United Arab Emirates and nonArab Turkey held a series of meet
ings over the last few weeks to
assess the situation in Iraq and work
out plans to avoid any regional
backlash that may result from sec
tarian conflict in Iraq.
The diplomats in several Middle
Eastern capitals, speaking on condi
tion of anonymity because of the
sensitivity of the issue, said Iran and
Syria have been excluded from the
talks.

Stiiniiicr in Späin
Spani.sh I^anguage Immersion Program

One diplomat whose country is
involved in the talks said the ofticials
are focusing on the proposed U.S.Iranian dialogue on Iraq and the
implications on Arabs and Turkey of
any “American-lranian deal.”
Government ofticials in Egypt
and Jordan declined to answer ques
tions on the meetings.
Reports in the Arab press have
suggested that any agreement
betsA'een Washington and Tehran will
be at the expense of Arabs.
Arab nations, mostly Sunni and
traditionally suspicious of Iran, are
deeply concerned ab«nit what they

see as Iran’s growing influence in
Iraq. Turkey, also a key Sunni
Muslim nation, is worried about
Iraq’s split into sectarian and ethnic
entities that w ill give rise to
Kurdish ambitions for indepen
dence.
Last year, Jordan’s King Abdullah
II accused Shiite-dominated Iran of
trying to influence events in Iraq.
He warned that Iran was seeking to
create “a Shiite crescent” that
would disrupt the balance «if power
in the region.
Saudi Foreign Minister Saud alFaisal made similar warnings.

hniM üttvCM iP

Summer 2006 - Valladolid

Celebratiti}^ 50 years
on campus

johiMtll

General Information Meeting
Thursday, April 6 , 11:00 am -12 pm
Erhart Agriculture Bldg. (10), Rm. 221
ONtm-« iiilrrra tht* wiMiirt Srain 102, Span H>l. Spaa 121.
n tiO.
Span 122. Span 124. Span MM and Hum
tIO. Fcim M l. ('H P 114. nr M i l MR
for ftirrttnr lafnmuttion. cnMarl:

Df. Krvin Paxai- 7,S^275o
(*-mail kfaKan(SX-alpolv.«^ii
Or. William Marline/. 7S6 - 2KH«i
e-mail wmartine^'ralpolv.edu
Rone Whitworth. 756-7196
e-mail rwhitwnr(r>''ralpoly.edu
For Application go to:
http;//www.continuing-ed.calpoly.edu/travel_spain.html
orcall( 8<>s) 756-2053

CALPOIY
CotOINUINO EOUCATTON

Were you in Key Club in high school? Do you enjoy community
service? Are you interested in meeting new people and helping
your community? Circle K is recruiting new members
•^

C O M E TO O U R IC E C R E A M S O C IA L I
Th u rs d a y , April 6, 2006
U U 210
4:00-6:00 p.m.

For more Information or to join please call 756-6749
or email jmpeders®calpoly.edu or visit U U 217.

^
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New Hamas government is broke, has missed its first pay day for public workers
Ibrahim Brazak
sssiH lAiiI) I'kiss
, ..
...
(iAZA C:H Y, r.aza Strip — The
tKnew Hamas-led government is broke
and missed the April 1 nuMithly pay
date for tens of thousands of
Palestinian public workers, Prime
Minister Ismail Haniyeh said
Wednesday.
It was the Islamic militants' first
■ iî*
admission they will have diiliculty
running the West bank and Gaza
without massive foreign aid.
rf&1laniyeh titfered no solutions to the
cash crunch, pledging only U) do his
best to make up for tens of millions of
dollars in aisl being withheld by inter
national donors aiul appealing to the
Arab world to send more donations.
The Palestinian Authority is the 140,00() people that sustain about
largest employer in the West Bank aiul one-third of the Palestinians. Haniyeh
Gaza Strip, providing salaries for said it was unclear how the govern-

ru

1

•

Santa Clara
University

New
tion
New Palestinian
tionlives
livesunder
underthe
thepoverty
povertyline
lineotot
I^rime
Minister
about
$2
a
day
and
nearly
one-quarPrime
about $2 a day and nearly one-quar
Ismail Haniyeh, of ter
Ismail
terofofthe
thework
workforce
forceisisunemnloved.
unemployed,
the Islamic group
according to the World Bank.
Hamas, center, con
In a symbolic step, Flaniyeh said
ducts his first cabi
Cabinet members would not be paid
net meeting in Gaza until the financial crisis is solved.
City on Wednesday,
“We are not going to receive our
rhe Palestinian
salaries until everyone from the
Authority’s coffers
Palestinian Authority is paid,” he
are empty and the
said.
new government is
Haniyeh’s ('abinet, sworn into
struggling to find
otl'ice just a week ago, needs to find
money to pay tens
ways t(t make up for foreign aid that
of thousands of its
Western donors are threatening to
employees.
withhold, largely because of the
ASSCH IAIKO l'kl,SS
Hamas’ refusal to rectignize Israel
and renounce violence. In the past,
Palestinians received about $1 billion
a
ear in foreign aid.
ment will meet its payroll.
Finance Minister Omar Abdel
Israel also froze the transfer of tens
“The I’alestinian Finance Ministry Razek said he is waiting for $H(I mil
has received an entirely empty trea lion from Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and of millions of dollars in tax revenues
it collects till behalf of the
sury in addition to the debt of the the United Arab Emirates.
government in general,” Haniyeh told
“If they pay, and I hope they will, Palestinians since slmrtly after
the first meeting of his C',ibinet.
we will be able to pay salaries by the Hamas’January election victory.
The United States and (Canada
“We are going to do our utmost as middle of the month,” he told The
a government to p.iy the salaries of Associated Press.
already announced they are severing
the Palestinian Authority employees
A collapse in the Palestinian ties with the new government, and
despite the cash crisis that we are fac Authority wt)uld devastate an econo the European Union is U) decide on
ing."
my where 44 percent of the popula its aid program next week.
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Saturday April 8, 2006

Open Enrollment
Online Courses Available
Core Courses Available
$210 Per Unit

SESSION

/

All

will benefit the 5 t. Jude's Children's Research Hoipitat.

Location: 3235 Flora St.
-From Johnson, turn left onto Laurel Lane
-Follow Laurel onto Flora

1

June 2 2 -Ju ly 28
(5 w e e k s )

SESSION

$500 cash bonus

2

Special offer for college and trade school students,
recent grads and graduate students

July 31-September 6

May be conttew«) wKh most obter pubbcly ivi iliOM Ford Motor Compeny neborwl aremtore* al toa ttme ot
purchase or lease on tie model you select Unit dim ofler per customer See your local Ford or Uncoto Mercury
Dealer tor details VIsil our iMeb sito tor ofhctal Program nilat

(5 w e e k s )

SESSION

3

Three-week sessions
begin June 19
O n e y e a r o f g e n e r a l c h e m is try ,
o rg a n ic c h e m is try , o r p h y s ic s
in n in e w e e k s

Class schedule available
online now

. \

www.scu.edu/summer
scusummer@scu.edu

408.554.4833

Santa Clara University

CLT?> ® ©
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college student

purchase program

Ì I N C 9 ÌM

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY Opan to legal resldenls d tha U.S. 18and older «too are cucrenlly enroNad (or have
graduated after S/1/04) Indrom a nationally accreiMad coltoge/universlly. junior coltogt. community collego or
trade acinol at time ot entry VOR) IN ALASKA AND HAWAII AND WHEREVER PROHieiTEO OR RESTRICTED BY
LAW Entrlet tor the Grand PHn SweepetaKas must ba recehmd by 11:59 p m (EST) on 10/ 1/06and entries tor
the Monthly Sweepstakes drawingi must be received by 11:59 p.m. (EST) on the 27th day ot each catondw
month during the Sweepstakes ftitod Subject to tha Otnoal Rulet VWt YburT1ckat20rtve.com

2006 Ford Focus

Log on to
www.YourTicket2Drive.com
for a chance to win:

T $ 5 0 0 cash
f A trip to thè
2 0 0 6 mtvU Woodie Awarda
in New York City

T A brand new
2 0 0 7 Ford Fuaion!
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Excursion

continued from page ¡ 6

Thursday, April 6, 2006

Outdoor Gunn

continued from page 16

Despite Its struggles, the team is
satisfied with this season s success and
looking forward to finishing strong in
both the playorts and the national
championship.
The WC'LL quarterfinal play-otFs
will start on April 22 at C'al Polys
home field.
The first game will likely be against
rival Chico State, depending on how
the last games ot the season go for
both teams. CTico defeated C'al Poly
last year in the playoft's.
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Lacrosse

u st a n g

continued from page 16

before,”Yoshihara said.
The club also has a strong
appreciation for the environment
and works with EcoLogic, a
young adult environment group.
“It’s our hope that we can start
to give back to the environment,”Yoshihara said.
The San Luis C^bispo chapter
is currently awaiting approval
from ASI to become an ofiicial
C'al Poly club. Additional infor
mation can be found at
www.excursionclub.org.

I however, think that the populari
ty of the Tour of C'alifornia is more
of an indication of the sorry state
of professional organized bicycle
racing in America.
Yes, there are fans in the United
States, but w'hat do you get when
you have one large organized race
in C'alifornia, a bunch of little races
and a lack of coverage of the sport
as a whole? A second rate sport
with a lot of potential.

work together cohesively.
rhe Sea Otter Classic may not
be a huge road bicycling race, but it
serves as a great example of an
event that has been going on for
years, yet a majority of the popula
tion of the C'alifornia, let alone the
United States probably has never
heard of it.
One might s.iy that the success
Chris Gmm is a jourtialisiu senior
of the Tour of C'alifornia is an indi
cation of the growing popularity of ami assistant sports editor. )'on can ebicycle racing in the United States. tnail him at cgiinn^/alpolY-edu.

uestang!
Q :W hat is the average life
span of an umbrella?
Answer the Questang!
correctly and get you name
in the next Questang!

Sendonjivers tomimç(ioilpi)orti§çmil.com.
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Fresh & Delicious
Sandwiches Every Day!
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We Feature Real California Cheese!
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Puni

Vast selection of impt>rt, micro
and organic beers
Local and organic wines
Kegs in sfiKk -f special orders
wel«)me

38 Pervert
41 Deborahs
‘Shak We
Oanoe' partner
44 Redgling

company

50 Like marry
marathon
wnners
53 Pulp
54 Shavng gel
ngredlent

4€ Offbeat

55 Bnngar at
rnekxtune
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97 Acorn droppers

Toyota coupe

• Extreme skier Doug
Coombs, a Jackson Hole
mountaineer and guide, died in
the French Alps after slipping
and falling over a clitf while
trying to aid a friend who had
plunged
over
the
same
precipice, according to authori
ties and a family friend.
• The Reno-Lake Lahoe area
was named one of four finalists
Thursday bidding to host the
2(M)9 Special Olympics World
W inter Games, along with
cities in Idaho, Austria and
Germany.
A delegation o f Special
O lym pics
staff
and
International Board Members
will evaluate the sites during
visits the next three weeks to
Reno and Lake Tahoe; Boise,
Idaho;
Schladm ing-G raz,
Austria;
and
Garmisch
Fartenkirchen, Germany.
- TTif Associated Press
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For answers. oa4 1-000 285^5896. $1 ?0 a minute, or, «ah a
credit c «d . 1-800-814-5554
Annual subsenphons are aveiiaPte tor the oeei ot Surrday
croeswerds from the teal SO years 1 888-7-ACROSS
Online subserpaons Todays puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles nytlmes comlfcroeswordt <934 96 e yean

Share tpc nytimee com^uzzfetorum Croeewords for young
sotvers rrysimescomAeamingAiworda.

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
CAM P WAYNE FOR GIRLS
-Children's sleep-away camp,
Northeast Pennsylvania (6/178/13/06) If you love children and
want a caring, fun environment we
need Directors and Instructors for;
Tennis, Swimming (W.S.I.
preferred), Golf, Gymnastics,
Cheerleading. Drama, High & Low
Ropes, Team Sports. Waterskiing,
Sailing. Painting/Drawing.
Ceramics, Silkscreen, Printmaking.
Batik, Jewelry. Calligraphy,
Photography, Sculpture, Guitar,
Aerobics. Self-Defense, Video,
Piano. Other staff: Administrative/
Driver (21-f ), Nurses (RN’s and
Nursing Students). Bookkeeper.
Mothers’ Helper. On campus inter
views April 16th. Select The Camp
That Selects The Best Staff! Call
1-800-279-3019 or apply on-line at
www.campwaynegirls.com
LA Area Summer Camps
www.daycampjobs.com/slo

HELP WANTED
Day Camps Seek Summer Staff.
San Fernando and Cone>|o Valley
$2800+
(888) 784^AM P
www.workatcarop.com/sk)
ALASKA SUMMER JOBS
Fishing Industry. Great pay!
Free Room & Board
and Travel! Male/Female.
No experience necessary.
www.AlaskaJobFinder.com
Sports camp Counselors
Near Palo Alto $72-$90 per day
www.decathlonsportsclub.com
LA Area Summer Camps
www.daycampjobs.com/slo

FOR SALE
Cal Poly Surplus for sale on the
web! publicsurplus.com
756-5449
Got a reptile/amphibian?
Supplies for sale. Dust, light, etc.
Very cheap! (408) 821-6253

HOMES FOR SALE

RENTAL HOUSING

Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes .com

College Garden Apts.
Renting for 2006-2007
Walk (roin) to Cal Poly
Nice, Clean, Well Maint.
Lrg 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
Includes: Cable & Internet
Ldry Fac, Garages Avail.,
slorentals.com or 544-3952

Ranger Dave's Compound3 BR, 2 BA House + 1 BR APT
(2,100 SF) Steps to campus, UCC,
Newman & Health CTRS $879 K
Adobe Realty (805) 543-2693
Nice Home for Sale in SLO
Walk to campus. Info at:
www.1658Wilson.com
REMAX 805-235-7197
Free Lists of Homes for Sale
Condos, Mobile Homes &
Units in SLO & Local Areas
Alex (§> Adobe Realty
(800) 827-1434

WANTED 1 or 2 girls to move
into a detolosa apt for summer.
445/ month (925) 708-0059

CAMPUS CLUBS
F.0.0. Friends of Omegas
Support Polaris Project
to Stop Modern Day Slavery
Selling Shirts to Raise Money
More info: (408) 306-4684

LOST AND FOUND
Lost black Totes umbrella
Please call: (310) 869-0700
Found gucci sunglasses outside
bldg. 14 on fri, feb. 10
call (805) 479-3312

Room for Rent! Avail. Now till Aug.
3 BR 1.5 bath, fully furnished
in Mustang Village II
Danielle (408) 691-5055
dmsilva@calpoly.edu

Found High School ring
call Susan: (805) 756-2484

CAMPUS CLUBS

Lost black faded zip-up jacket
with flower print. (408) 821-6253

Looking for a roommate?
Renting out rooms or houses'»
(805) 756-1143 or
classifieds@mustangdaily.net

Want to make a difference
Join Beyond Shelter to raise
homelessness awareness and
volunteer for local shelters!
SCS in the UU for more info.

SHOUT OUTS! FREE EVERY THURS

www.omegaxidelta.com

Keys found to Scion
Call Bryan 234-4337

Found loading ramp, call w/ info to
verify 661-496-4619
Found couple of bicycles, call w/
info to verify 661-496-4619
Lost and Found ads are FREE

Sports

Sp o rts ed ito r: Frank Stranzl • mustan^iiailYSfxnts^^ujil.anrt
Assistant sports ed ito r: C'hrLs Gunn

www.mustangdaily.net
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Lacross looks for success in playofis
Am y D ierdorff
MUSTANC; DAILY

As the C'al Foly’s mens intercol
legiate lacrosse team prepares for its
final two games of the season and
the Western C'ollegiate Lacrosse
League (WCTL) playotTs approach,
their winning spirit is unwavering,
despite the challenge of practicehalting weather.
“We have to remain focused
because we haven’t been able to get
on any type of grass for a month
now,” said Brian Kelly, the team’s
president.
Recent heavy rains have soaked
the practice fields for the past few
w’eeks and confined players to
parking lot drills and watching
videos of previous games to keep
their skills sharp. An April b game
at Stanford and an April 1.S game
against Santa CTara at C'al Poly’s
home field will determine their
seeding in the playotTs.
“Every week w e’re improving in
the polls as a team,” Kelly said.“ I’m
pretty sure we’re going to win the
playotTs.”
C'al Poly currently ranks No. 10
in the nation, according to a poll
put out yesterday by the U.S.
Lacrosse
Intercollegiate
Association.
“That’s the highest we’ve been
all season,” head coach Marc Lea
said.
Lea remains confident that, even
though the team is missing out on
valuable practice tune, it’s proven
that they have what it takes to
make it to the USLIA National

X .

In the 'wake
o f the Tour o f
California
C O M M E N T A R Y __________

DXOXtJI^
hen the Amgen Tour of
C^ilifornia ended in
mid-February on the
streets cd' Redondo Beach, cycling
appeared to be gathering a following
in the Golden State. The event,
which expected nearly 1 million
spectators, was w'idely followed in
the media and on the roads. It
brought cycling into the spotlight
and made people more aware of the
sport in C'alifornia.
C'ycling has been huge in Eurt>pe
for years, but with sports enthusiasts
focusing on more mainstream sports
in the United States, it didn’t seem to
have a large following prior to the
Tour, or at least a large following was
not evident due to a lack of large
races, which draw substantial crowds.
Now, just over a month and a half
after the Tour of CCalifornia, another
bicycle racing event is ready to take
center stage.
The Sea C')tter Classic is scheduled
to begin today and run through
Sunday, April 9 in Monterey.
The event offers road racing as
well as a series of downhill mountain
bike racing courses, including their
staple dual slalom course and the
ever popular dirt jum p competition,
which attracts an international field
of competitors. However, it remains
to be seen whether or not the SCX"
will attract large crowds.
('learly this race has a smaller
impact than the Tour of C'.alifornia
did based on the sheer number of
communities that the tour involved
and the fact that the Sea Otter
Classic is isolated to Monterey.
I for one did not know about the
Sea Otter Classic until I went
searching for it. I think that it is here
the problem with professional bicy
cle racing lies.
For a sport with a large fan base
across the United States, there is flatout too much disorganization with
the sport. The events are organized
individually and lack an umbrella
organization, which controls adver
tising of the events and the teams
involved. So, as opposed to having an
organization like. M ajor League
Baseball or the Indy Racing League,
you have a bunch of sponsors and
individual organizers that do not
see Outdoor Gunn, page 15
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CODRI KSY moro
Cal Poly’s lacrosse team was ranked No. 10 by the U.S Lacrosse Intercollegiate Association in a recent poll,
the ranking being the highest in recent years.
C'hampionships in I )allas,Te.xas this
May.
“We have a really good founda
tion we put in in the fall,” Lea said.
“ We’re shooting for a top .S finish.”
A top-.S finish would be a vast
improvement over last year’s
national ranking of 21. Last year
was the team’s first losing season in
more than a decade, due in part to
multiple player injuries and the
departure of some key graduating
seniors.
“We’ve definitely improved a lot

from last year,” Kelly said. “We did
n’t really know how to play as a
team.”
Ryan Herchenroether, head
coach for the last two seasons,
stepped down to pursue a graduate
degree, leaving the spot to the man
who previously coached the team
for 7 years. Lea. Kelly credits this
season’s improvement to Lea, who
returned to lead the program this
fall, after a two-year hiatus.
“He taught us how to play all
together, instead of as individuals.”

Kelly said.
C'al Poly beat the No. 7 team.
University of Oregon, 14-13 on
April 1.
“This last game was really big
for us,” Kelly said. “ It showed our
team that we deserve to go to the
nationals.”
But they still faced their share of
disappointment this season. Just a
day after the victory against
Oregon, the team suffered a disap
pointing loss against No. 2 ranked
Sonoma State, 12-7 on April 2.
see I.acrosse, page 15

Excursion Club ofieis adventures to SLO
Jennifer Hall
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subscribers.
weekend and are currendy planning
m u s t a n l ; d aily
“The purpose is to bring all of a backpacking and fishing trip to
the outdoor enthusiasts in an area Mammoth over Memorial Day
Outdoor enthusiasts can look for together,”Yoshihara said.
weekend, as wel as rock climbing
ward to an increase in networking
The Cal Poly club began adver trip to Joshua Tree later this quarter.
and organized trips by the new tising in January 2(M)6 and plans to
“The potential is endless,” said
Excursion Club at Cal Poly.
hold their first meeting during the Will Young, a sophomore material
The club began in January 2(M)3 fourth or fifth week of April. They engineering student and president
at UC Santa Barbara as an outdoor are expecting a turn-out of over 400 of the San Luis Obispo chapter of
_________________________ t h e
mailing list that connected people p e o p I
who wanted to organize trips for b a s e d
activities such as kayaking, back off of
packing and rock climbing.
their
I t^ g re a t way for friends to
“We started out as just a group of f a c e network together to fine
friends and from there we had a few b o o k
events per week,” said j[| Yoshihara, c l u b
co-founder and president of the m e m Excursion Club.
bership
Yoshihara and Lacy Skidmore and an
started the club while they were stu interest list that has over 200 con
Excursion Club.
dents at UC Santa Barbara and it has tacts.
The club currently participates in
now grown to include chapters in
“We have an awesome staff for
kayaking, rock climbing, moun
Westlake and the newest San Luis San Luis Obispo,” Yoshihara said.
Obispo chapter.
“They’re very committed, and based taineering, paintball, snowboarding,
The first meeting at UC Santa on their performance, this is going skiing, paragilding, hiking, back
packing, camping, spelunking, white
Barbara took place in fall 2(K)4 and to be a pretty big thing.”
drew nearly 450 people and the
The Cal Poly chapter has been water rafting, fishing and mountain
mailing list now includes over 650 organizing rock climbing trips every biking.

“If you have an idea, bring it to
the club and we can formulate that
into an organized event,’Young said.
The club also has a pilot that
organizes sightseeing trips that fly as
low as 5(K) feet for aerial photogra
phy as well as additional social events
for club members. No experience is
necessary to participate in the trips.
“It’s a great way for friends to
network together to find trips,”
Young said.
After the first meeting later this
month, the club plans to start regis
tration at a cost of approximately
$20 per quarter or $40 for the year.
“You really get great people that
love the outdoors,” Yoshihara said.
“They really inspire you to keep
going.”
Many of the members have par
ticipated in numerous outdoor trips
such as climbing Mt. Kilimanjaro
and have a wealth of experience and
equipment to share.
“They open up a window of
opportunity that we never had
see Excursion, page 15

